Resolution Regarding 2340 Wisconsin Avenue NW Public Space Permit #299146

ANC3B was asked to comment on a Public Space Permit Application (#299146) that seeks to close the curb cut at the entrance to the parking lot located at 2340 Wisconsin Avenue NW, also known as “Pearson’s parking lot.” The permit also seeks to add a bike rack and a planter on the sidewalk.

ANC3B opposes the approval of Public Space Permit Application #299146 because the applicant’s ownership of the property is being challenged legally.

We hereby request that the Public Space Regulation Administration refrain from acting on this matter until all legal matters are resolved.

ANC3B approved this resolution by a vote of 5-0 at a duly noticed public meeting on Thursday, April 12, 2018, at which a quorum was present (a quorum is 3 of the 5 Commissioners).
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